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Summary of the Talk by B. Fricke, University of Kassel / Germany on
"Frontiers of the heaviest elements - towards an understanding of the physical
and chemical behaviour of the elements"

The description of the chemical behaviour of the heaviest elements has directly to do
with a good relativistic description. In the limit of very low charges (at the beginning of
the Periodic System) the non-relativistic description looks of course very much like
the relativistic description and the problem is that we have learned to think in terms of
the solution of the non-relativistic Schrodinger equation.
In the first part I will therefore try to discuss the difference between the non-relativistic
and the relativistic description. The talk has been structured as follows: first a brief
discussion is given for the relativistic effects of 1-electron atoms which then will be
extended to many-electron atoms. In the third section relativistic calculations of
molecules will be discussed.

I. One-electron-atoms

non-relativistic relativistic
Schrodinger-equation Dirac-equation

The radial-equation is one The radial-equations are two
differential equation of second order differential equations of first order

One radial function P Two radial functions
Radial density has (n-l-1) nodes Radial density has no "exact" nodes

Angular function has I nodes Angular function has no "exact" nodes

Good quantum numbers:
n, I, m,, parity n, j , m,, parity

for I > 0 there is only for I > 0 there are two states j-, = I -i-1/2

one state for a given n and I and j 2 = I - Vz (spin-orbit splitting)

The comparison between the non-relativistic and relativistic calculations can be
summarized as follows:
- strong radial contraction of the density IP12 + IQ12, especially for s and p states
- strong increase of the electron density near the nucleus
These are the direct relativistic effects

In addition the indirect relativistic effects are showing up. They arise in many-electron
systems when the inner electrons shield the outer electrons due to the direct
relativistic effect stronger than in the non-relativistic case. This effect can best be
seen in the case of the outer d and especially the f wavefunctions.
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"Frontiers of the heaviest elements - towards an understanding of the physical
and chemical behaviour of the elements"
B. Fricke, University of Kassel / Germany on

The description of the chemical behaviour of the heaviest elements has directly to do
with a good relativistic description. In the limit of very low charges (at the beginning of
the Periodic System) the non-relativistic description looks of course very much like
the relativistic description and the problem is that we have learned to think in terms of
the solution of the non-relativistic Schrodinger equation.
In the first part I will therefore try to discuss the difference between the non-relativistic
and the relativistic description. The talk has been structured as follows: first a brief
discussion is given for the relativistic effects of 1-electron atoms which then will be
extended to many-electron atoms. In the third section relativistic calculations of
molecules will be discussed.

I. One-electron-atoms

non-relativistic relativistic
Schrbdinger-equation Dirac-equation

The radial-equation is one The radial-equations are two
differential equation of second order differential equations of first order

One radial function P Two radial functions
Radial density has (n-l-1) nodes Radial density has no "exact" nodes

Angular function has I nodes Angular function has no "exact" nodes

Good quantum numbers:
n, I, mh parity n, j , m,, parity

for I > 0 there is only for I > 0 there are two states ^ = I +
one state for a given n and I and j 2 = I - Va (spin-orbit splitting)

The comparison between the non-relativistic and relativistic calculations can be
summarized as follows:
- strong radial contraction of the density IP12 + IQ12, especially for s and p states
- strong increase of the electron density near the nucleus
These are the direct relativistic effects

In addition the indirect relativistic effects are showing up. They arise in many-electron
systems when the inner electrons shield the outer electrons due to the direct
relativistic effect stronger than in the non-relativistic case. This effect can best be
seen in the case of the outer d and especially the f wavefunctions.
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II. Many-electron-atoms

One has to solve the statinary Schrodinger- resp. Dirac-equation H j ¥> = El VF>
In order to solve this equation one has to chose:
1) Ansatz for the Hamiltonoperator He, = ...
2) Ansatz for the wavefunction I ¥> = ...

In the relativistic case the Hamiltonian is

Hel=
f In-rjl

2a) With the ansatz of one Slater-determinant I a> for the wavefunction one gets the
averaged Dirac-Fock equations after the variational procedure.

2b) A linear combination of Slater-Determinants allows to construct wavefunctions
with good angular momenta. This kind of functions are usually called: Configuration
State Functions (CSF) |¥>=|CSF>=]T a j a ^ .

After the variational procedure this leads to the Dirac-Fock (DF) equations which
have good quantum numbers J, Mj and Parity

Procedures to go beyond Hartree- or Dirac-Fock

The additional energy which goes beyond HF or DF is defined as
correlation energy: Ecorr = E exact - E HF or DF

There are two general options to perform such calculations:

a) using the variational principle and b) using perturbation theory

Here, I just would like to name the methods:
aa) Configuration interaction method (Cl)
ab) Multiconfiguration Hartree- or Dirac-Fock method (MCDF)
ba) Many Body Perturbation Theory (MBPT)

First atomic calculations for the heaviest elements:

Atomic Dirac-Fock-Slater (DFS) calculations
1967 to 1972 for all elements above 100 up to 172
A complete first survey of the calculations and their chemical interpretation are given
by B. Fricke, W. Greiner and J.T. Waber in: Theor. Chim. Acta 21, 235 (1971)
The Periodic System in its continuation till element 172 is attached as Figure.

Atomic Dirac-Fock Calculations (DF)
1973 for Element 111, Eka-Gold
1974 for Element 103 (Lawrencium)
(the general accuracy = ± 1 to 2 eV)
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Atomic Multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) Calculations
1980 Element 103 (Lawrencium)
(general accuracy ~ ± 0,5 to 1 eV)

Atomic large scale Multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) Calculations
1990 Element 104
1993 Element 105
(general accuracy = ± 0,3 to 0,5 eV)

Atomic Many Body Perturbation Theory (MBPT) Calculations
since 1992 results on the elements 104, 105, 111, 118
(accuracy = ± 0,1 eV)

III. Molecular Calculations

There exist many thousands of non-relativistic (quantum chemical) calculations of all
sorts of molecules in many approximations. The most famous code is: Gaussian 98.

But there is not so much work on full relativistic calculations.

The general procedure to describe molecules is very much the same as for atoms:
- choice of the Hamiltonian
- choice of the wavefunctions

Usually Slaterdeterminants or sums of Slaterdeterminants built out of symmetry-
orbitals are used which are constructed from basis functions.

In the non-relativistic molecular calculations on the level of HF, HF-CI or MBPT
usually basis functions are used which are of Slater orbital or Gausian orbital type.

Scalar relativistic calculations

In this type of calculations the relativistic effects (usually the mass-velocity term) are
added in perturbation theory. The wavefunctions are either one- or two-component
approximations (instead of the 4-component full relativistic wavefunction).
A few examples are the Baerends Code (ADF, Amsterdam Density Functional Code)
and the calculations by Hess in Bonn since around 1992 with the possibility to
continue with Cl- and Coupled Cluster calculations. Results for large clusters are
achieved by the group of Rosch in Munich.

Relativistic Molecular Calculations

Since 1973 Ellis, Rosen and Adachi have been developing the DVM (Discrete
Variational) Xoc-code with numerical basis functions on a Dirac-Fock-Slater level of
the density functional theory. The problem with this code is the numerical inaccuracy
which up to now did not allow to calculate the Total Energy.

In 1980 first DF calculations for a few diatomic molecules in the monopole
approximatin by Pyykko (AuH).
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Since 1989 DF calculations of small molecules by Dyall, Faegri, Malli with Gaussian
functions.

Since 1993 we have been improving the DVM Xoc-code so that now Total Energies
and Geometries can be calculated (with improved integration scheme and improved
density functionals (GGA))

a) Molecular Dirac-Fock-Slater Discrete Variational Calculations (DVM-Xoc)

A very first attempt for the actinides and transactinides was 1978 for (E110) F6

and 1979 for UFs by Rosen et al.
Since 1990 systematic studies for Halides, Oxi-Halides and Di-Oxi-Halides of the
elements 104, 105 and 106 by V. Pershina, T. Bartug et al.
Parallel H. Nakamatsu, M. Hirata, J. Onoe et al. performed a large number of DVM
Xoc-calculations for actinides and started for transactinides.
But: all these calculations are not Total Energy calculations!

b) Molecular Dirac-Fock-GGA Total Energy Calculations

Since 1993 we have been developing and improving the code
(Kassel group plus T. Bartug, M. Hirata, H. Nakamatsu...) to calculate
potential energy curves, dissociation energies, total bond energies, bond distances
and geometries, effective charges, overlap population, etc)
But: still a number of problems have to be solved and approximations have to be
improved (especially the exchange correlation potentials).

Summary

Achievements for the ab-initio full relativistic LCAO calculations of molecules during
the last 15 years:
- much bigger and faster computers
- very accurate numerical integration routines (the accuracy is now better than 10"7;

DVM only-10"3)
- much improved density functionals (in DVM simple Slater approximation =p1/3;

now full relativistic general gradient approximation (GGA) is included)

The Figure which is included here is the Continuation of the Periodic Table of the
Elements up to Element 172.
This is taken from: B. Fricke et al., Theor. Chim. Acta. 21, 235 (1971), where the
Chemistry of all elements above 100 is discussed for the first time.
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Das Periodensystem der Elemente

in der Erweiterung bis Z = 172

B.Fricke, W. Greiner und J.T. Waber, Theor. Chim. Acta 21, 235 (1971)
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